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QUESTION 1
What techniques would you recommend to politely interrupt and redirect overtalkers to get the
meeting back on track?
Allie: We e fou d it helpful to set the sta dard before the meeting starts that we are the facilitators
and it is our role in this process to otif so eo e he the e go e off topic, on a tangent or beyond
the allotted time to make sure the meeting remains on track. This way, people feel a little less personally
attacked when they are cut off.
Jessica: We recognize that people should be provided a space to share their thoughts, as long as the
o ersatio does t go off into a rabbit hole. Our solution to this is to begin the meeting noting that
e ll ha e a rapid-fire discussion for participants to voice their ideas within a contained time frame. If
someone does go off on a tangent, we also reinforce positively by saying, What I heari g is great but
as mentioned, we only have X amount of time to get through this part of the age da. For o , e re
going to place your idea in a parking lot or on a to-be-discussed list and will create space in a future
meeting or separate conversation to work through this .
Dallase: This initial setting of bounds is important and might be uncomfortable in the first couple of
meetings, especially when people are previously used to not having a designated facilitator, but after a

while when someone starts overspeaking, others look to the facilitator to take the reins and wrap it up.
There s a e pe tatio that it s going to e a produ ti e eeti g a d that s the role that you play. The
facilitator is the referee of the meeting, making sure everyone can be involved within the rules of the
game.
Jessica: At the e d of the eeti g, parti ipa ts ill so eti es ote that the re tha kful that as the
facilitator I cut them off because otherwise we would have sat around for hours talking about a
particular topic. People really do appreciate that role.

QUESTION 2
What advice do you have for groups or people who are resistant to setting and sharing agendas for
meetings?
Dallase: That a e a halle ge he ou re tr i g to adopt a e pro ess. For e, it takes so e
persistence, and maybe even the sharing of this webinar, to show that you have a rationale behind what
ou re putti g together. It is important to explain h ou re shari g the agenda, the reasoning behind
it and why and how ou re tr i g to e gage people. But ou eed to e prepared with that information
in order to support your plan for both an internal and external planning agenda. If ou re just to respond
to wh do e ha e a age da? ith because I think I should, it s our ord agai st theirs.

QUESTION 3
How do you ensure meetings begin on time when meeting attendees are notoriously late - especially
when you are not the meeting facilitator?
Jessica: We set a commitment for ourselves that no matter what, we will start at a certain time. Then, as
people arrive on time, we make it a point to thank them for it. Considering Columbia is a large campus
and sometimes slight lateness can be inevitable, we sometimes anticipate taking the first 5 minutes for
initial casual welcome conversation to set the mood of the room. Then 5 minutes in, regardless of
latecomer absences, we start the official meeting.
After people got used to this expectation of punctual start times after a few meetings, they would come
in and say things like, oh o , I sorr I late! We were consistent with not bending meeting start
and end times from the beginning and so people gradually started to adjust. Because of this, latecomers
were less of a concern over time.
Allie: To emphasize that point, people are not generally used to being thanked for being on time so
when you do, it can be taken as a sort of personal accolade that they take to heart.
I also se o d the fa t that e do t stop a eeti g for late o ers hi h is so ethi g e that e
learned from Dallase and the GreenerU team – if you continue the trajectory of the meeti g, do t stop
a d re ie
hat ou e go e o er i the ti e the eeti g started, it reall rei for es that ou ha e to
be on time.
Also there s a respe t pie e o our e d – ending on time is really important and people appreciate that.
After a couple of meetings of realizing that we did actually end exactly on time, they were more likely to
be on time for all future meetings.

Dallase: To reiterate, the rolli g start is i porta t, as is re og izi g that ot e er o e s arri al ti e ill
be perfectly aligned. Anyone entering within the first 5 minutes is walking into an already-engaged room
e e if ou re o l still ar i g up the audie e efore ou get i to the eat of the eeti g.

QUESTION 4
Do you conduct the feedback evaluation, i.e. strengths and improvables, of the meeting after each
meeting?
Allie: Yes we do. We reserve space on our internal agenda for 5 minutes at the end for strengths and
improvables with the group. When we first learned that we had to do that, we had that same question –
Do we have to do this at the end of every meeting ? It s so i porta t e ause it does t lea e a gaps
where you could otherwise be surprised by information that is new to you later on in the process. Right
the a d there ou re getti g feedback on what went well, what needs improvement and it allows for a
fully transparent process. The feedback portion shifts the culture of how the meeting itself runs because
if e re sta di g at the fro t of the roo
illi g to take helpful riti is , it allo s people to feel that
this is a ope a d ho est spa e a d that e re reall looki g to o e for ard a d do hate er it takes
to improve the meeting process.
Jessica: Getting strengths and improvables keeps the meetings iterati e. So if e re re ei i g feed a k
at the end of every single meeting, we have an opportunity to adjust after each one. In addition to the
fact that the content of each meeting differs, so too will the adjustment to feedback so that we can
come back the following week and say, e heard X fro
ou a d here s ho
e ll be adjusting this
week, et .
Dallase: To the poi t of the title of toda s e i ar, a facilitator is t there to aste people s ti e so
these small check-ins throughout the process are so helpful. The idea is that we do t ant to waste
your time so first help us to continually improve.

QUESTION 5
Whi h are the tools est used to help with the Eeyores ?
Dallase: As a reminder, the Ee ore is the personality that is o sta tl thi ki g this will never work
and not on this a pus – it s that sad trombone personality and there s probably one in every group.
One of the tactics I use is to understand why that person is feeling overwhelmed and has developed
feeling of learned helplessness. To do this, you can spend time before or after the meeting once ou e
identified the situation to check-in with that person and ask why they may feel this way because they
may actually have some real past experience, learning outcomes, and tips for you that would be
valuable going forward.
The other piece is re og izi g that the re tr i g to gi e feed a k, though it might not feel constructive
in the moment. So as the facilitator, you can try to extract and paraphrase their words and turn it into
constructive feedback. For example, so eo e a e frustrated ith the ti eli e ou e put together
for our pla i g pro ess a d a thi k it s u realisti , which seems really negative, but there might be
a bit of objective truth to that feeling. As the facilitator, you can own it and say, It sou ds like ou re
frustrated. I spe ifi all heari g that ou do t thi k this timeline is realistic, is that accurate? Here,
ou re paraphrasi g to the a that ou d like to hear their feed ack constructively, making the person
feel heard and ideally showing them that this is a different type of meeting where their contribution can
matter.

Allie: Agreed - often, the reaction of an Eeyore personality may be indicative of a deeper knowledge of
the situation hi h is h the should e addressed. The Ee ore s i itial rea tio
a i tur i oke
feeling of misunderstanding and frustration from the facilitator or other participants because they a t
believe this person is being so negative. The facilitator needs to be able to recognize when this happens
and take a bit of time out to understand that this Eeyore may also have a truth which needs to be
considered.

QUESTION 6
How do you become the facilitator when it is not actually your official position, i.e. on a team where
everyone is an equal?
Allie: That s so ethi g that e re still orki g o . As mentioned, the process has been iterative and has
often been something that is especially challenging for us because along with being two members of the
sustainability office with opinions on the creation of a sustainability plan, we also have to be strong and
neutral facilitators during many meetings.
By defining very clearly that your role as a facilitator is to act as a neutral party and simply are here to
keep the eeti g o tra k, people ill a tuall feel relie ed rather tha upset that the ha e t ee
chosen to facilitate, because it sets certain expectations and allows others in the meeting to relax and
just discuss the meeti g o te t hi h is h the re there i the first pla e.
In a meeting without a pre-established facilitator, ou a fi d that there s usuall o e perso
ho
takes charge and ultimately running the meeting which shows that ultimately you do need somebody
keeping track and the facilitator is a necessary role.
Jessica: To be a facilitator does not necessarily mean that we are in charge, making all of the decisions,
have all of the answers, nor are we the experts on everything, because we are not. We need to
recognize that because we have experts in the room who oversee operations and are researching
certain topics, we need to hear from them.
If you we want to jump in and provide an opinion, e ll literall sa – and this is taking from one of
Dallase s li es – We re goi g to take off our facilitator hat for a minute and offer our perspective as
members of the sustainability offi e , which helps to draw a line rather than keep it blurry that you are
becoming a participant with an opinion for a brief amount of meeting time.
It s certainly a delicate balance ut e e if it is t our offi ial role to e a fa ilitator, you can look at it a
little more casually by sa i g, I the perso
ho s goi g to help to create a framework hi h agai
does t ea ou re the oss or aki g all de isio s, it just ea s ou re putti g our ha d in the air to
sa I going to help organize this so e do t aste our ti e here.
Dallase: Depending o the group ou re working with and if ou feel like ou re ha i g a hard time being
neutral, my colleague Ben and I will come in to facilitate meetings where we truly are the neutral party.
Now that is t al a s realisti or so ethi g that s possi le for all eeti gs but sometimes it is valuable
to have someone co e i ho s o pletely impartial. O erall, it s good to re og ize that e er o e has
something at stake and being transparent with your process can help others to accept the process.

